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Methods

Evaluators observed encounters as they occurred and solicited
interviews once it was determined that guest groups were finished
interacting with the interpreter and the animal. During interviews,
guests were asked to provide their level of agreement with three
statements, each correlated to the above objectives. From 2017-
2020, a total of 240 interviews were completed.

From the guests' perspective, it is clear that close encounters with
animals add value to the Zoo visit, regardless of size or species of
animal. Although a deeper look at these experiences is warranted,
this preliminary study seems to indicate that the Zoo's ambassador
animal program is meeting its established goals by helping to
create deeper connections between guests and our animals and
provoking guests to think of these animals in a new way.
Nonetheless, these data may indicate that interpretation provided
during these experiences could be strengthened, as nearly 20
percent of overall participants walked away from the encounter
without a new or deeper perspective.

Even when separating responses by reptile and elephant groups,
guests had very high and similar rates of agreement with each
statement. Because these data between reptile and elephant
groups are so similar, it may indicate that an ambassador animal
program does not require large animals or mammals in order to be
successful. This may mean that ambassador animals of all shapes
and sizes can be utilized to create successful programs in the eyes
of our guests, and that intimate encounters, in combination with
effective interpretation, may be more important factors than the
species themselves.

Conclusion
The overall results of the interview (seen in Figure 1) show that the
levels of agreement among guests participating in the experiences
were very similar. Nearly 100 percent of guests agreed that
experiences like these add value to their visit, and there were
similarly high rates of guests who indicated the experience had
helped them form a deeper connection with the animal. One
outlier may be that fewer guests at elephant encounters perceived
that they learned something new from the experience. Figure 2
represents a deeper breakdown of these data.
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Figure 1.

In 2017, the interpretation team at the Indianapolis Zoo began to
provide animal encounters for the first time in nearly a decade.
With the ambassador animal program rebuilt from the ground up,
the interpretation team was at first limited to a reptile-only
collection--snakes, lizards, and turtles. Designed to provide guests
with an up-close touch experience, these informal encounters
utilized animals that could be handled by a single interpreter and
occurred in a variety of locations across Zoo grounds. Although
anecdotally it seemed reasonable that animal encounters would be
a positive experience for guests, the interpretation team sought to
measure the impact of this rebooted program.

In 2020, the Zoo opened Tembo Camp--an expansion of the
elephant habitat. One significant feature of Tembo Camp was that
it allowed guests to have a touch encounter with the Zoo's
elephants, effectively meaning the elephants became a part of the
greater ambassador animal program. The interpretation team saw
this as an opportunity to compare data from these two very
different guest encounters.

Over the past four years, staff conducted 204 and 36 guest
interviews following reptile encounters and elephant encounters,
respectively. These interviews were designed to assess whether the
ambassador animal program was meeting its objectives, which
were to:

Build guest empathy towards wildlife by providing intimate,
touch encounters with ambassador animals.
Spark curiosity and ignite a passion for the natural world through
meaningful interpretation.
Improve the Zoo's guest experience by giving visitors close-up,
memorable moments with our animals.
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